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a b s t r a c t
We present a formal approach to study the evolution of biological networks. We use the
Beta Workbench and its BlenX language to model and simulate networks in connection
with evolutionary algorithms. Mutations are done on the structure of BlenX programs and
networks are selected at any generation by using a fitness function. The feasibility of the
approach is illustrated with a simple example.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Cross fertilization between biology and computer science dates back to the ’60s. Algorithms and tools that mimic
evolution are known from the pioneering work of Fogel in 1966 [2] on evolutionary algorithms. Evolutionary algorithms are
inspired by evolutionary biology concepts, like inheritance, mutation, selection and crossover. These algorithms have been
applied to areas such as machine learning, optimization, search problems; however they soon lost their strict connection
with biology, and therefore brought advantages only to computer science.
Recently there is an interest in using evolutionary approaches to study networks. Understanding how networks emerged
during evolution can help us to understand their basic properties, such as the role of complexity and the importance of
topology and feedback loops. Historically, approaches to study evolution are commonly based on comparative genomics
or proteomics and on phylogenetic analysis [3,4]. These studies compare networks from different organisms to infer how
evolution affects the internal structure of the network of interactions. In later years, alternative approaches emerged that
simulate evolution in silico, but differently from evolutionary algorithms, they mimic the process in a very close and precise
way [5–8]. Up to now, these approaches have used ad-hoc tools and representations of network dynamics, usually based on
mathematical models, without exploiting the capability of the new computational and conceptual tools of systems biology.
Novel tools and languages are designed specifically for modelling and analysis of complex networks, for the
representation of interactions and simulation of their dynamics. In particular, process calculi have been recently applied to
model and simulate biological systems [9]. Process calculi are formal approaches developed in computer science to model
concurrent systems; they allowusers to create computationalmodels used to describe the systems’ behaviour. They have the
advantage of being operational – i.e., they describe the steps needed to produce a behaviour, not the behaviour itself – and
of presenting models in a structured and composable way, making it easier to reason about interactions. The main activities
up to now have been oriented to define new primitives, and to show their feasibility for describing biological phenomena.
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Some simulation engines have been developed especially based on the stochastic pi-calculus [10] like SPiM [11] or BIOSPI
[12], and recently the Beta Workbench [13],1 a framework built on top of an extension of Beta-binders called BlenX [14].
Here, we aim at blending evolution in silico with a computational model, based on systems biology oriented languages,
rejuvenating the mutual enrichment between biology and computer science. We extend the work presented in [1] and
develop a specific framework to allowa straightforward study of network evolution, based on the BetaWorkbench (BetaWB).
The great flexibility of BlenX in the definition of the structure of proteins allows us to introduce primitives for mutations
used to build domain-based interaction and mutation models. Starting from the study of mutations at a biological level, we
end upwith some interesting programmodifications that permit us tomutate the BlenX representation of biological entities
in a meaningful and automatic way. Moreover, network dynamics can be easily modelled, and the interactions of emerged
networks analysed. In this paper we describe the novelty of the approach unravelling the formal theory onwhich it is based,
and we show the feasibility of the proposed solution by implementing it and integrating it in the BetaWB. We discuss a case
study for the application of the resulting tool.
The paper is organised as follows. In the next section we briefly recall the BlenX language and the software tool BetaWB,
on top of which we built our work for simulating the evolution of biological networks. The model we used to describe the
general structure of signalling networks is also introduced and explained. Section 3 discusses the evolutionary framework,
the integration of the BetaWB simulation engine within an evolutionary algorithm and how mutations are performed on
the model. Implementation details are given in Section 4 and an example of application of the whole framework is given in
Section 5. Conclusions and future work directions close the paper.
2. Description of network dynamics
To study biological evolution of networks, we need a way to describe network dynamics and an algorithm to simulate
network evolution from one generation to the next one. We start by describing the modelling and simulation tool on which
we base our work.
2.1. The Beta Workbench
The Beta Workbench is a software framework for modelling and simulating biological processes [13]. It incorporates the
BlenX language [14], a compiler to a stochastic abstract machine, the execution environment and some graphical interface
components. The BlenX language is based on Beta-binders [15], a process calculus developed to represent the interactions
between biological entities.
2.1.1. The BlenX language
A BlenX program, also called a system, is a tuple Z = 〈B, E, ξ〉. B intuitively represents the structure of the system, that
is a set of boxes interacting in the same environment; E represents the list of possible events enabled on the system; the
ambient ξ contains information about the environment, like the set T of the considered binder identifiers (ranged over by
∆, Γ0, Σ ′, . . .), a function ρ : N → R that associates stochastic rates2 to names in N and the function α : T 2 → R3,
which describes the affinity relation between couples of binder identifiers. In particular, given two binder identifiers ∆
and Γ , the application of α(∆,Γ ) returns a triple of stochastic rates (r, s, t), where the value r , denoted with αc(∆,Γ ),
represents the complexation rate, the value s, denotedwithαd(∆,Γ ), represents decomplexation rate and the value t , denoted
with αi(∆,Γ ), represents the inter-communication rate of the two entities exposing binders with identifiers ∆ and Γ
respectively.
The syntax of BlenX is the following:
Internal processes
P ::= nil | P|P | !pi.P | M
M ::=pi.P | M +M
pi ::= x(y) | x〈y〉 | (τ , r) | (die, r) | (ch(x,∆), r) |
(hide(x), r) | (unhide(x), r) | (expose(x, s,∆), r)
where x, y ∈ N and r ∈ R+ ∪ {∞} is a stochastic rate.
The non terminal symbol P identifies internal processes. Processes follows a syntax and semantics similar to the one of the
pi-calculus, where actions are composed using parallel and non-deterministic choice operators. Differently frompi-calculus,
however, the set of possible actions do not include only inputs and outputs, but also actions for manipulating its own box
binders.
1 Available at url http://www.cosbi.eu/Rpty_Soft_BetaWB.php.
2 A stochastic rate is the single parameter defining an exponential distribution that drives the stochastic behaviour of an action. The rate∞ is used to
denote immediate actions, i.e., actions that are executed as soon as they become enabled.
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Fig. 1.We use boxes as abstractions of biological entities. Active sites, or domains, in a protein are represented as binders on the box interface. Note the
distinction between the interface and the internal process.
Boxes
B ::=Nil | EB[P] | B||B
EB ::= β̂(x, r,∆) | β̂(x, r,∆)EB
β̂ ::=β | βh | βc
where x ∈ N and r ∈ R+ ∪ {∞} is a stochastic rate.
A box is defined as a set of binders EB (the interface of the box) that represent interaction capabilities and an internal process P
(see Fig. 1). A binder β̂ has the formβ(x, r,Γ ) (active),βh(x, r,Γ ) (hidden) orβc(x, r,Γ ) (complexed), where x is the binder
name andΓ is the binder identifier. Binders are sites throughwhich the boxmay interact with other boxes. Although binder
identifiers can be any general structure for which there exists a decidable equality relation, without loss of generality, we
assume here that binder identifiers are names taken from a countably infinite set T such that T ∩N = ∅. Binder identifiers
express the interaction capabilities of the site.
Finally, B is either the deadlocked Nil or a parallel composition of boxes EB[P]. The language is provided with a graphical
representation of boxes:
P
(x1 : ∆1)r (x2 : ∆2)hs (x3 : ∆3)t
The pairs xi : ∆i represent binders; the value r represents the stochastic rate associated to the name x inside the box; h
represents the hidden status; the black line over the last binder represents the complexed status.
Events
cond ::= EB[P] : r | |EB[P]| = n | EB[P], EB[P] : r | step = n
verb ::= new(EB[P], n) | split(EB[P], EB[P]) | join(EB[P]) | delete(EB[P])
event ::= • | (cond) verb
E ::= event | event :: E
where n ∈ N and r ∈ R+ ∪ {∞} is a stochastic rate.
Events are rules that are triggered and act on the global state of the system, adding and removing boxes according to their
verbwhen a particular condition on the system state, defined by cond, is met.
The dynamics of the system are formally specified through the operational semantics of the language, which uses a notion
of structural congruence≡. Two systems Z = 〈B, E, ξ〉 and Z ′ = 〈B′, E ′, ξ ′〉 are structurally congruent (Z ≡ Z ′), if their set
of boxes B and B′ and their list of events E and E ′ are identical up to structure (B ≡b B′ and E ≡e E ′) and their ambients are
equal (ξ = ξ ′). Moreover, two boxes representing interacting entities, are considered to be of the same species only if they
are structurally congruent. Given a system, its temporal evolution is described by three types of actions.
Monomolecular actions describe the dynamics of a single box. More precisely, an intra-boxes communication allows
components to interact within the same box, the expose action adds a new site of interaction to the interface of the box
that performs the expose, the change action modifies the binder identifier of an interaction site, hide and unhide actions
make respectively invisible and visible an interaction site. Finally, the die action eliminates the box that performs the action
and, recursively, all the boxes directly or indirectly complexed with them.
Bimolecular actions describe interactions between two boxes. The complex operation creates a dedicated communication
binding between boxes over compatible and unhidden binders, while the decomplex operation destroys an already
existing dedicated binding. The stochastic rates associated with complex and decomplex operations are, respectively,
the complexation and decomplexation rates derived from the affinity function. In the example, the complexation rate is
αc(∆,Γ ), while the decomplexation rate is αd(∆,Γ ). Information about the existing dedicated bindings is maintained in
the environment. The last bimolecular action is the inter-boxes communication, which enables interaction between boxes
over compatible and unhidden binders. Suppose∆ andΓ be the binder identifiers associated to the binders. Ifαc(∆,Γ ) > 0,
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then the inter-communication is enabled, with rate αi(∆,Γ ), only after the creation of a dedicated communication binding
over the involved binders by a complex operation. Otherwise, the inter-boxes communication is simply enabled with rate
αi(∆,Γ ).
An Event is the composition of a condition cond and an action verb and it is triggered only when the condition
associated with the event is satisfied. Events were designed to replace the join and split actions of the original beta-binders
language with a more efficient construct. They can be considered as global rules on the system which can substitute,
create and delete boxes. In particular, verbs generate five types of events: join, which substitutes two boxes with a single
one; split, which substitutes a box with two boxes; new, which introduces a specified number of instances of a box;
delete, which eliminates boxes. These different types of events are triggered by three kinds of conditions: conditions
on the presence of a bioprocess, conditions on cardinality of a bioprocess, and conditions on the number of executed
steps.
Definition 1. The BlenX Stochastic Transition System (STS) is referred as S = (Z, r−→s , Z0), where Z is the set of systems,
Z0 ∈ Zinit is the initial system, where Zinit ⊂ Z is the set of initial well-formed systems, and r−→s ⊆ Z × R × Z is the
stochastic transition relation, where r is a stochastic rate constant and is derived using information in the syntax and in the
ambient of the system.
For more information on the syntax and semantics of the language, we refer the reader to [16].
2.2. A compositional model for signalling networks
A signalling network is any biological process that converts one kind of signal or stimulus into another; this conversion
is also called signal transduction. In general, a signalling network results in a composition or cascade of biochemical
reactions that are carried out by proteins and linked through second messengers. Biological signal transduction allows a
cell or organism to sense its environment and react accordingly. Typically, a signalling network has one (or more) inputs,
represented by any environmental stimulus, and one (or more) outputs, represented by an active protein.
We represent a protein in BlenX as a biological entity composed of a set of sensing domains, a set of effecting domains and
an internal structure. Sensing domains are the places where the protein receives signals, effecting domains are the places
that a protein uses for propagating signals, and the internal structure codifies for the mechanism that transforms an input
signal into a protein conformational change, which can result in the activation or deactivation of another domain. This is
inspired by the available knowledge of protein structure and function (see for example [17]).
Each biological entity is modelled with a box, which is a composition of an interface and an internal process unit. This
gives an effective way for modelling proteins, by decomposing the domains of interaction and the internal structure into
two different constructs. Moreover, the compositional nature of the language allows us to design and apply mutations on
biological entities in an effective, simple and intuitive way.
We propose a general methodology for modelling proteins, by providing patterns for modelling interaction domains
and internal structures. Domains are represented using binders, i.e., interaction sites with an affinity. A sensing domain
is represented by a binder, and the mechanism of message-passing is used to implement the reception of activation (e.g.
phosphorylation) and deactivation (e.g. dephosphorylation) signals sent to the protein. The effecting domain is instead used
to communicate, and so to activate or inhibit, other proteins. A general pattern formodelling a proteinwhich can be activated
by a single external signal is the following:
pA0 ,P !state0().(hide(p),∞).(ch(recv,∆Abase),∞).recv().state1〈〉.nil
pA1 ,P !state1().(unhide(p),∞).(ch(recv,∆Aact),∞).recv().state0〈〉.nil
A ,B βh(p, 0,∆Aout)β(recv, 0,∆
A
base)[ recv().state1〈〉.nil | pA0 | pA1 | !p〈plus〉.nil ]
Aact ,B β(p, 0,∆Aout)β(recv, 0,∆
A
act)[ recv().state0〈〉.nil | pA0 | pA1 | !p〈plus〉.nil ]
where ρ(state0) = ρ(state1) = ∞. The box A and Aact represent respectively the inactive and the active states of the
protein.When the box A executes an inter-boxes communication through the binderβ(recv, 0,∆Abase), the action recv() in A is
consumed and immediately also the intra-box communication on channel state1 and the sequence of actions (unhide(p),∞)
and (ch(recv,∆Aact),∞) are consumed (because their rates are∞). The obtained box is structurally congruent to Aact and
hence the protein has reached its active form,where the binderβ(p, 0,∆Aout) is nowunhidden and the box can execute inter-
communications through it. Now, if the box Aact executes an inter-boxes communication through the binder β(recv, 0,∆Aact),
the reverse mechanism is executed and the protein returns back in its inactive form A.
A pattern for modelling a protein which can be activated by receiving a signal twice is the following. Five processes are
put in parallel composition to represent the internal behaviour of the protein:
pAact ,P recv().(ch(recv,∆Aint),∞).state1〈〉.nil
pAdeact ,P recv().(hide(p),∞).(ch(recv,∆Aint),∞).state1〈〉.nil
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pAact and pAdeact represent the two visible states inwhich a protein can be:when the former or the latter process are enabled,
protein is respectively active and or inactive.
pA0 ,P !state0().( (ch(recv,∆Abase),∞).pAact )
pA1 ,P !state1().( recv(what).( what〈〉 | ( plus().state2〈〉.nil+
minus().state0〈〉.nil ) ) )
pA2 ,P !state2().( (unhide(p),∞).(ch(recv,∆Aact),∞).recv().pAdeact
These three processes encode the state machine that allows us to switch from the inactive to the active state and back. After
receiving the first signal (with an activationmechanism similar to the one described for single signal activation), the process
pA1, representing an intermediate configuration, is activated. This process presents a choice behaviour: when a nameminus
is received, the process for the inactive state is enabled again; otherwise, if a name plus is received, the active process pAact
is enabled.
A ,B βh(p, 0,∆Aout)β(recv, 0,∆
A
base)[ pAact | pA0 | pA1 | pA2 | !p〈plus〉.nil ]
Aact ,B β(p, 0,∆Aout)β(recv, 0,∆
A
act)[ pAdeact | pA0 | pA1 | pA2 | !p〈plus〉.nil ]
where ρ(state0) = ρ(state1) = ρ(state2) = ∞. The boxes A and Aact represent respectively the inactive and active state
of the protein. At the beginning, boxes are structurally congruent to A. Signals that enables the different internal processes
are received when a box executes an inter-boxes communication through the binder β(recv, 0,∆Aint). When the internal
process pAact is enabled, the box enclosing it becomes structurally congruent to Aact and hence the protein has reached its
active form. The reverse mechanism allows the protein to return back in its inactive form A.
Obviously these patterns can be easily extended formodelling proteinswithmore than one sensing and effecting domains
and for modelling mechanisms of activation based on the reception of more than two external signals.
As a final remark, note that the processes in these patterns can be seen as codifications for different states. The set of
processes in these patterns are mutually exclusive, i.e. only one of the processes in the set is active at any given moment.
Furthermore, upon a change each process enables exactly one process in the set before blocking on an input action. The set
of processes act as a state machine; this behaviour will be useful for introducingmutations of processes in the next section.
2.2.1. Beta Workbench tools
This sub-section briefly recalls the tools used to specify and execute models and to inspect the outcome of an execution.
The BetaWB simulator is the core part of the Beta Workbench and is built as a composition of three logical blocks: the
compiler, the runtime environment and the stochastic simulation engine.
The BetaWB simulator is a command-line application that takes as input two text files that describe an initial system
Z = 〈B, E, ξ〉. The first file describes the system B and the list of events E with a simple functional-like syntax, while the
second one contains the specification of the set of binder identifiers T, the affinity function α and the function ρ.
The compiler translates these files into a runtime representation that is then stored into the runtime environment. The
runtime environment provides the stochastic simulation engine with primitives for checking the current state of the system
and for modifying it. The stochastic simulation engine drives the simulation handling the time evolution of the environment
in a stochastic way and preserving the semantics of the language. The stochastic simulation engine implements an efficient
variant of Gillespie’s algorithms described in [18,19].
The BetaWB designer is a graphical tool that allows towrite BlenX programs in a graphical way. In particular, it is possible
to draw boxes, internal processes, interactions, events and to form complexes using graphs. The graphical format and the
textual description of the BlenX program are interchangeable: the tool can parse and generate the graphical representation
from any valid BlenX program, and generate the textual representation from the graphical form. The textual representation
can then be used as input of the BetaWB simulator.
The BetaWB plotter is a graphical tool that parses and displays simulation outputs, representing them with plots of the
changes in concentrations and graphs of the reactions executed by the simulator. The tool allows users to understand the
dynamic behaviour of a simulated model as well as the topology of the network that leads to that behaviour.
3. Evolutionary framework
We propose a framework for simulating the evolution of networks in silico. Evolution proceeds through selection acting
on the variance generated by randommutation events. Individuals replicate in proportion to their performance, referred to
as fitness. This process can be modelled as shown in Table 1. This algorithm differs slightly from the generic evolutionary
algorithms used in computer science, being closer to real biological observations made for the asexual reproduction of
organisms. Each individual in the population is codified using a BlenX program, and the boxes in each program are the
abstraction of all the entities present in that individual. The interaction among these entities result in the behaviour of the
network we want to study.





for i = 0 to generations do
for each Individual in Population do
output := Simulate(Individual);
fitnesses[Individual] := ComputeFitness(output);





for i = 0 to i < Population.Size do
Individual := ChooseOneIndividual(Population, fitnesses);
for each Protein in Individual.Proteins do
if Random() < DuplicationProbabily then
Protein2 := Protein.Duplicate();
Individual.Proteins.Add(Protein2);
for each Domain in Protein.Domains do







There are four main procedures in the algorithm:
• GenerateInitialPopulation: the initial population can be generated randomly, from a predefined network configuration
to be used as a starting point, or it can be a network with no interactions. All the individuals in the initial population can
be equal at the beginning, as they will be differentiated later by the mutation phase.
• Simulate: each individual in the population is simulated separately using the BetaWB stochastic simulator.
• ComputeFitness: the output of the simulation is used to compute the fitness value of the current individual. Note that
the fitness value is problem-dependent; for an example, refer to Section 5.
• ReplicateAndMutate: this is the most important part of the algorithm; like in a real environment, individuals with
the highest fitness values are more likely to survive, replicate and produce a progeny that resembles them, being not,
however, completely equal to them.
The ReplicateAndMutate algorithm (Table 2) creates a new population with the same number of individuals of the
current generation, using as a base the current individuals. At each step it chooses one individual, with probability
proportional to its fitness (ChooseOneIndividual in the code above). This is achieved by constructing a cumulative
probability array a from the fitness array, generating a random number in the range 0 . . . a[Population.Size], and then finding
the index into which the random number falls.
The selected individualwill replicate andpass to thenext generation. During the replication, eachprotein in the ‘‘genome’’
of the individual is given the chance to mutate, according to a probability.
A mutation is selected among all the possible types by the GetRandomMutation function, and this mutation is applied.
Finally the individual, which can be either equal to its predecessor or mutated, is added to the new population. We now
define in more detail the mutations that we consider in our framework.
3.1. Mutations
Here we consider the end-effects of point mutations occurring at the DNA level. These mutations ultimately affect
network dynamics. For example, mutations in a DNA sequence can change the protein amino-acid sequence, leading to
changes in its tertiary structure with implications on the affinity of this protein with other proteins or substrates. Similarly,
events at DNA level as gene duplication or domain shuffling can alter network structure and dynamics.
A computer program which is used to mimic evolution of a species must implement random mutations in individuals
during replication as well. Here, we can easily implement these molecular processes, using the domain and network model
we discussed in Section 2.2.
We will take as an example the three-protein network represented in Fig. 2(a) and we will illustrate how different
mutations can be modelled in BlenX.
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Fig. 2. Different kinds of mutations: in (a) the initial configuration, displaying the α function as a list of tuples; in (b) duplication of protein C followed by
mutation of domain∆Cout in (c). Finally, (d) displays how the internal structure could change to accommodate the duplication of a domain.
Duplication and deletion of proteins
Gene duplication at DNA level is implementedwith a duplication of the box associated to the protein the gene codifies for.
The new box will have the same internal structure and the same binder names, while binder identifiers will be new but will
have the same interaction capabilities. This is achieved by copying the affinities of the original binder identifiers. Duplication
of binder identifiers is needed because subsequentmutations on one of the binders of the duplicated proteinmust not affect
the original one. Furthermore, since the new protein is a new distinct entity, it must not be structural equivalent to the
original one. The same considerations hold for the internal processes: duplication and deletion of domains may lead to a
modification of the internal structure (see next section); internal processes must be duplicated so that each box has its own,
distinct internal behaviour. Following the model presented in Section 2.2, the boxes for protein C
C ,B βh(p, 0,∆Cout)β(recv, 0,∆
C
base)[ recv().state1〈〉.nil | pC0 | pC1 | !p〈plus〉.nil ]
will be duplicated to
C ,B βh(p, 0,∆Cout)β(recv, 0,∆
C
base)[ recv().state1〈〉.nil | pC0 | pC1 | !p〈plus〉.nil ]




base)[ recv().state1〈〉.nil | pC ′0 | pC ′1 | !p〈plus〉.nil ]
Deletion of a protein is accomplished by deleting the associated box, the internal process it refers to and the appropriated
entries in the α function.
Mutation of domains
Pointmutations in DNA can change the protein amino-acid sequence, and consequently lead to themutation of a domain
and to changes in the interaction capabilities of the protein towhich it belongs. In our formalism, this is achieved by changing
the α function on the two domains that take part in the interaction. More specifically, the mutation on a domain can be a
change of interaction, for whichwemodify the affinity adding a number sampled from a normal distribution, an addition of an
interaction between two domains d1 and d2, modelled as the addition of an affinity α(d1, d2) = x, with x > 0, and finally a
removal of an interaction between two domains d1 and d2 setting α(d1, d2) = 0. For example, the mutation on domain∆Cout
that can be observed in Fig. 2(c) is obtained by changing the α function from α(∆Cout ,∆
B
act) = 1.0 to α(∆Cout ,∆Bact) = 0.0,
α(∆Cout ,∆
B
base) = 0.9; in this way the internal process of C is now allowed to send a plusmessage when the B process is in
an inactive state, represented by the binder identifier∆Bbase.
Duplication and deletion of domains
Domain duplication or deletion is more complex, as it involves not only interfaces or rates, but requires alsomodification
of the internal behaviour in response to stimuli.
Duplicating or removing domains can be easily done, acting on the binders list and on the affinity function α; however,
for these domains to act as sensing or effecting domains in cooperation or in antagonismwith the existing ones, the internal
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Fig. 3. Transformation for the modification of a sensing domain, introducing a new state. Light gray highlights the modified actions, dark gray the newly
introduced ones.
Fig. 4. Transformation for the modification of a sensing domain. Light gray highlights the introduced actions.
behaviour of the process must also be changed. We devised several possible modifications of the behaviour when a domain
is added.
As an example, consider the case of a sensing domain: when a signal arrives – by means of a ligand binding, or by
phosphorylation of a residue – the internal behaviour of the protein changes, bringing it to a different state. If that domain
is duplicated, the internal behaviour must be changed accordingly. The second domain may act concurrently with the old
domain, with the result that the activation of this second domain will bring the protein in the same state as the old one,
acting in parallel. This is the case, for example, of a receptor that can bind to two different signal molecules. Alternatively,
the duplicated domain can affect the capability of the protein to reach that state, and so must act in coordination with the
original one; this is the case of kinases thatmust be phosphorylated twice to activate (double phosphorylation, as in Fig. 2(d)).
These mutations are obtained by manipulating the structure of the internal process to transform their behaviour. In
both cases, we assume that the internal process have a standard structure, as described in Section 2. This process is built
through parallel composition of different processes, each representing a different state. The set of processes in parallel is
a set of mutually exclusive ones: at any given time only one of the processes can be active (e.g. not blocked waiting for a
communication). Moreover, each process in the set enables another one by issuing a communication immediately before
blocking itself.
In the case of ‘‘cooperative’’ domains, where a signal on both is required to reach the desired internal configuration, the
transformation can be accomplished by substituting the process codifying for the current active state with a new process,
adjusting the channel names used for the intra-communications and binder identifiers accordingly. In Fig. 3, for example, it
is shown how it is possible to manipulate an internal process to transform a protein activated (or deactivated) by a single
phosphorylation into a protein, that is activated (or deactivated) by a double phosphorylation, encoding an intermediate
step of ‘‘half-activation’’.
The case of concurrent, or competitive domains, where each of the signals can lead to the desired internal configuration,
can be handled in a similar way; in this case however the process representing the state is substituted with a different
process (see Fig. 4).
Deletion of a domain requires one to undo the steps done while duplicating it. This task is accomplished again by
transformation of the internal process, restoring the behaviour to the original one.
3.2. Measure of fitness
When analysing the evolution of specific biological systems, one needs to consider the ‘‘fitness’’ benefit of that system
to the organism (i.e. to its reproductive success). While it is usually complicated to define and measure such a fitness
contribution, network dynamics can provide a good proxy in case of biological networks. As the concentrations of the
proteins involved in such networkswill define the proper functioning of the network, how these concentrations fit a specific
time course would determine how well the network ‘‘operates’’.
Here, we include some common operations that can be performed on concentration traces, and a way of finding entities
based on their characteristics, such as the number and binder identifiers, or their state. This is important in a language like
BlenXwhere the whole system, and all the entities that can appear in a simulation, are not specified in the program, but can
be generated dynamically during the simulation. We will illustrate in our example how fitness can be computed using the
integration of a response.
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Fig. 5. Representation of a protein – a kinase with two phosphorylation sites –: (a) its textbook description; (b) as a box, with the part of its internal process
that encodes its intermediate configuration; (c) the program code to generate programmatically part of the internal process.
3.3. Constraints
We understand that with our framework, it is possible to generate countless combinations, interactions and mutations.
Many interactions ormutation can be possible and have sense from the point of view of a program syntax and semantics, but
have little or no sense from the biological perspective.We addressed this issue by providing a configurable way of specifying
constraints on mutations, their probability and which class, or type, of protein or domain they can affect.
4. Implementation
We implemented our evolutionary framework using the Beta Workbench, a set of tools built around the BlenX
programming language (Section 2.2.1).
Each individual in our evolutionary framework is represented by a BlenX program. We used the BetaWB simulator to
execute the models and obtain their time courses; we built a new tool to compute the fitness based on the simulator output
files, and a new tool to manipulate and mutate the BlenX programs, based on the BetaWB libraries.
The challenging part was to implement mutations of BlenX programs. The first three kind of mutations introduced in
Section 3 act on the α function, and so it is possible to obtain them by manipulating the BlenX binder definition file, a file
that stores in a tabularway theα function. However, mutations of the fourth kind (duplication and deletion of domains) lead
to changes in the internal behaviour. These changes are done directly on the program, by exploiting the executable nature
of BlenX. Models written in BlenX are not meant to be solved (like other formalisms, for example those based on ODEs);
instead, the model code is compiled into a format that is understood and executed by the simulator virtual machine.
The BetaWB compiles the model Just in Time: the simulator takes the source code for the model and compiles it into an
Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). This tree is the object model of the processes discussed in Section 3. Transformations discussed in
that section are implemented bymanipulating and navigating in a programmatic way the Abstract Syntax Tree. Our libraries
allow us to access the AST and write it to the disk, generating a new and perfectly valid BetaWB textual model.
As an example, consider Fig. 5, that reports three representations of the same biological entity, a two-level kinase. In
the upper left corner, the kinase is depicted using the standard representation used in biological papers and textbooks. The
figure in the upper right corner represents the same object as a box with an internal process codifying for different states.
The BlenX code immediately under the box represents one of those processes, that codifies for the intermediate state. The
process is recurring (using the ! operator) and reacts to signals on the binder representing the sensing domain. When a
signal arrives, the name passed through the communication channel is used to understand if the protein represented by
the box was phosphorylated or de-phosphorylated; a message is then sent to exactly one other process in the set, the one
representing the active state in the first case, and the one representing the completely inactive case in the second. The
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Fig. 6. AST transformation for the cooperativemodification of a sensing domain.
Fig. 7. AST transformation for the competitivemodification of a sensing domain, with a full gain in performance.
lower part of Fig. 5 depicts how the code for the internal process representing the intermediate state can be generated
programmatically using our library.
We built an AST analyser, that is able to recognize some patterns in the tree andmodify them accordingly. The possibility
of recognizing patterns on the tree, of generating programmatically parts of it and adjusting the remaining part can be used
to produce all the possible mutations at the level of internal behaviour. Transformations introduced in Figs. 3 and 4, for
example, are implemented in the way shown in Figs. 6 and 7 respectively.
All the tools added to BetaWB are orchestrated by a driver. The driver application can run all the simulations on a single
machine, in a sequential way, or run them in parallel. Evolutionary simulations are a trivially parallelisable problem: each
generation depends on the previous one, but within each generation each individual lives (e.g. is simulated) independently
from the other. The foreach block of the evolutionary algorithm in Table 1 can be split in concurrent threads of execution.
Our driver application (Fig. 8) takes advantage of this fact to launch simulations on different computation nodes on a
cluster of PCs, distributing the load between nodes and gathering the results at the end of each generation.
5. An example: MAPK cascade
Themitogen-activated protein kinase cascade (MAPK cascade) is a series of three protein kinaseswhich is responsible for
cell response to growth factors. In [20], a model for the MAPK cascade was presented (Fig. 9) and analysed using ODEs; the
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Fig. 8. Our driver application executes simulations in a distributed way when run on a compute cluster.
Fig. 9.MAPK cascade as described in [20]. KKK denotesMAPKKK , KK denotesMAPKK and K denotesMAPK . The signal E1 transforms KKK to KKKp, which in
turn transforms KK to KKp to KKpp, which in turn transforms K to Kp to Kpp. In particular, when an input E1 is added, the output of Kpp increases rapidly.
The transformations in the reverse direction are the result of the signal E2, the KKpase and the Kpase. In particular, by removing the signal E1, the output
level of Kpp reverts back to zero.
cascade was shown to perform the function of an ultra-sensitive switch and the response curves were shown to be steeply
sigmoidal. A process calculi based analysis of the MAPK cascade was presented in [21]. For simplicity, in this paper we rely
on a simplified version of the model, where all the enzymatic reactions of the form:
E + S 
KES
K−1ES
ES ⇀KEP EP ⇀∞ E + P
are substituted with simplest reactions of the form:
E + S ⇀KEP E + P
Using the design patterns presented in 2, a system ZMapk for the MAPK cascade has been developed (see Table 3). Following
[21], we set all the reaction rates to a nominal value of 1.0, andwe initialize the systemwith two of E1, E2, KKPase and KPase,
20 of KKK and 200 of KK and K . Simulating the MAPK systemwith the BetaWB simulator, similar response profiles (modulo
timescale) were observed for the output of Kpp with respect to the model presented in [20], despite the differences in the
simulation parameters; the system still behaves as an ultra-sensitive switch.
We use this simplifiedMAPK cascade system as a starting point for testing our evolutionary framework. In particular, we
want to analyse the evolution of a population according to a fitness function which captures the essential behaviour of our
MAPK cascade model.
In detail, we generate an initial population of 500 individuals containing the network shown in Fig. 10a. We set up very
general initial conditions, with a single kinase K1, a single phosphatase P1, an activation signal E1 and a deactivation
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Table 3
Complete model of MAPK in BlenX
pkkk0 ,P !state0().(hide(p),∞).(ch(recv,∆kkkbase),∞).recv().state1〈〉.nil
pkkk1 ,P !state1().(unhide(p),∞).(ch(recv,∆kkkact ),∞).recv().state0〈〉.nil
KKK ,B βh(p, 0,∆kkkout )β(recv, 0,∆
kkk
base)
[ recv().state1〈〉.nil | pkkk0 | pkkk1 | !p〈plus〉.nil ]
pkkact ,P recv().(ch(recv,∆kkint ),∞).state1〈〉.nil
pkkdeact ,P recv().(hide(p),∞).(ch(recv,∆kkint ),∞).state1〈〉.nil
pkk0 ,P !state0().( (ch(recv,∆kkbase),∞).pkkact )
pkk1 ,P !state1().( recv(what).( what〈〉 | ( plus().state2〈〉.nil+
minus().state0〈〉.nil ) ) )
pkk2 ,P !state2().( (unhide(p),∞).(ch(recv,∆kkact ),∞).recv().pkkdeact
KK ,B βh(p, 0,∆kkout )β(recv, 0,∆
kk
base)
[ pkkact | pkk0 | pkk1 | pkk2 | !p〈plus〉.nil ]
pkact ,P recv().(ch(recv,∆kint ),∞).state1〈〉.nil
pkdeact ,P recv().(hide(p),∞).(ch(recv,∆kint ),∞).state1〈〉.nil
pk0 ,P !state0().( (ch(recv,∆kbase),∞).pkact )
pk1 ,P !state1().( recv(what).( what〈〉 | ( plus().state2〈〉.nil+
minus().state0〈〉.nil ) ) )
pk2 ,P !state2().( (unhide(p),∞).(ch(recv,∆kact ),∞).recv().pkdeact
K ,B βh(p, 0,∆kout )β(recv, 0,∆
k
base)
[ pkact | pk0 | pk1 | pk2 | !p〈plus〉.nil ]
E1 ,B β(e1, 0,∆e1signal)[ !e1〈〉.nil ]
E2 ,B β(e2, 0,∆e2signal)[ !e2〈〉.nil ]
P1 ,B β(p1, 0,∆
p1
pase)[ !p1〈minus〉.nil ]





KKK || · · · ||KKK ||
200︷ ︸︸ ︷
KK || · · · ||KK ||
200︷ ︸︸ ︷
K || · · · ||K ||
E1 || E1 || E2 || E2 || P1 || P1 || P2 || P2
E ,E (step = 1500) delete(E1) :: (step = 1500) delete(E1) :: •
ZMapk = 〈B, E, ξ〉
Fig. 10. (a) Basic individual of the initial configuration. (b) Only signals E1 and E2 are enabled. (c) A particular individual we obtained, with a two-level
phosphorylation. (d) An alternative evolution, with single phosphorylation kinases but a longer cascade.
signal E2; the model lacks any interactions among entities. In other words, we consider an ancestral organism that
possessed all the base proteins but lacked a signalling system similar to the MAPK cascade as observed today. The
dynamic of each individual is then simulated; we run each individual for 7000 simulation steps and we remove the signal
E1 at the step 1500 using a time-triggered delete event, introduced in Section 2.1. Using the output of the simulation,
we then measure for each individual the corresponding fitness. The fitness function we implemented measures how
rapidly the output of an active kinase increases, how much the output of the same kinase persists after removing the
signal E1 before returning back to the initial condition. Let out = {n0, n1, . . . , n7000} be the tuple representing the
active kinase K ∗ dynamics in time of an individual, then the fitness for out is formally computed by the following
formula:
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Fig. 11. (a) Time course of the Kpp concentration over the simulation time, superimposed to the integral areas for the fitness function we implemented.












K ∗M ∗ (e2− i2)

 .
The two sums, that we denote respectively with A1 and A2, represent discrete integrals and are normalised with respect to
their possiblemaximumvalues (see Fig. 11). The values i1, e1, i2 and e2 are changeable parameters that define the boundaries
for the computation of the two discrete integrals present in the formula, and the value K ∗M represents the maximum value
for the K ∗ response. Moreover, µ represents the minimum fitness and γ controls the relative importance to responding to
a signal and turning the response off after its removal. The reported results are for i1 = 0, e1 = 2000, i2 = 5000, e2 = 7000,
K ∗M = 200, µ = 0.1 and γ = 0.75.
According to the algorithms presented in the previous section, the population evolved. Differently form previous studies
we made on the same model, we do not limit mutations to mutations of domains, but we included also duplication and
deletion of proteins and domains. In order to maintain a biological validity for the new individuals, possible mutations are
the one that satisfies the following constraints: (1) signals E1 and E2 cannot be removed; (2) a kinase can only activate other
kinases or itself; (3) kinases are specific (e.g. they do not phosphorylate multiple proteins); (4) phosphatases are not specific
but can only deactivate kinases.
We iterated the evolution algorithm for 2000 generations, for different values of fitness function parameters. We then
inspected the models generated, using the Plotter and Designer tools introduced in Section 2.2.1. The dynamic behaviour of
one of the obtained networks is shown in Fig. 11(b); examples of obtained individuals are in Fig. 10. In particular, we did
not obtain individuals with a perfect MAPK cascade network, but individuals in (c) and (d) have very good fitness values,
and show the two directions in which evolution went to build an ultra-sensitive switch, namely forming longer cascades
with multiple kinases or having multiple phosphorylation sites. We did not obtain in our runs, individuals whose networks
combined the two characteristics; we suspect that this fact may be due to the fitness function, that reached its maximal
values with the two configurations in (c) and (d). We will conduct more experiments with a more sensitive fitness function.
As a final note, interactions within kinases and phosphatases shown in (c) and (d) are only an example: we obtained also
individuals with very complex relations (self-activations, ‘‘reverse’’ activations – where for example K1 activated K2 and
K2 activated K1 – and so on).
The variation of fitness during a simulation is depicted in Fig. 12. Note the ‘‘steps’’ in the fitness. We observed this typical
behaviour in almost all our runs. In the first generations, individuals have to find the correct signal: the jump in (a) is realized
when the the activation signal E1 hits one of the kinases. In (b) instead we have the slow adaption to the introduction of the
deactivation signal: the presence of the signal allows the cascade to be switched off, but reduces the gain of the switch in
response to an activation signal. The second jump, in (c), is where double phosphorylations or more kinases are added to the
cascade, allowing the network to re-gain the lost efficacy, and react in a steep way to the activation signal. The last phase,
(d), is where more phosphatases are added in order to switch off the response in a quicker way.
6. Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we presented a formal approach and aworking implementation for simulating the evolution of networks in
silico. Network dynamics are describedwith theBlenX language of theBetaWB framework, a programming language derived
from Beta-binders that allows for modelling proteins, domains and interactions in a modular way.
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Fig. 12. Changes in fitness during a typical evolutionary simulation.
Wedeveloped amodular description of signalling networks, an evolutionary algorithm, libraries and programs tomutate
BlenXmodels. The BlenX language proved to be well-suited for this task, allowing us to implement mutations as program
transformations. The small example in Section 5 showed the potential of our approach; by simulating evolution we can gain
interesting insights in network topology, proteins structures and interactions and on the role of different processes.
An easy to use and integrated tool for the simulation and analysis of network evolution is under study at the moment. In
particular, we would like to provide more functionalities in our library, to define custom fitness functions, and constraints
on interactions and mutations in a simple yet powerful way. Finally, we also plan to use the same framework from an
optimization perspective, to help discovering network topologies from incomplete data.
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